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Bachelor thesis of the student Zihan Zhang concentrates on traditional topic of financial 

management – financial analysis of a company. One of the primary objectives is identification 

of major changes in trends, and relationships and the investigation of the reasons underlying 

those changes, and so the area of the financial management is very important for company 

management and its dicision – making. The topic of the bachelor thesis fully corresponds with 

the topics of bachelor thesis at the Department of Finance. 

 

The goal of the theses is to analyze financial condition of Walton Advanced Engineering 

Company from 2013 to 2017. 

 

Bachelor thesis is divided into five main chapters, where first chapter is introduction, last 

chapter is conclusion, second chapter is theoretical and methodological, third chapter is 

descriptive and the chapter fourth is the application part.  

 

Second chapter is concentrated on description of the financial analysis methods, which will be 

applied in the fourth chapter, i.e. common-size analysis [vertical and horizontal], financial ratios 

and DuPont analysis [logarithmic decomposition method,]. Third chapter is very short. In this 

chapter is overwrited Walton Advanced Engineering company, which  offers end to end turnkey 

services, including IC packaging, final test, and burn-in for finished goods, as well as electrical 

test and back-end support services. 

 

The most important part of the bachelor thesis is the chapter fourth. Here, author made the 

financial analysis [ratios of liquidity, solvency, activity, profitability including pyramidal 

decompositions by logarithmic methods] and sensitivity analysis of Walton Advanced 

Engineering company over the period of 2013 - 2017. Results of methods are “commented” 

and presented in the tables and by graphs. 

 

It is necessary to state, that results are not commented work out in detail in the fourth chapter. 

Comments are often reduced on the description input data and results (author have to explain 

more reasons for changes in Walton Advanced Engineering company). Imperfections of this 

thesis is, that author used only one pyramid decomposition method. It is also necessary to say, 

that author should formulate own financial recommendations for this company. 

 



Other imperfections of the thesis: 

- there are geographical inaccuracies (Taiwan is not province of China), 

- summary of results at the end of the fourth chapter and in the conclusion are very 

general, 

- many punctuation and small formal mistakes, 

- missing literature sources for the chapter 2 and 3 (Wikipedia and Investopedia are not 

suitable sources for this thesis), 

- tables have several types of formatting, 

- there is a chapter disproportion (chapter 3 has only 3.5 pages), 

- the annual report in English for this company could not be found, 

 

Questions for the defense: 

- Why was chosen the logarithmic decomposition method? 

- Where is the company listed (which stock Exchange)? 

- Can you make any recommendations for Walton Advanced Engineering company? 

 

Although comment of results is incomplete and there are many punctuation and formal 

mistakes, the main aim of this thesis has been fulfilled and so, the bachelor thesis can be 

recommended to defense. 
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